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Foreword
The UK property market continues to perform well for the first quarter of 2021. The Stamp Duty
holiday and furlough support has given the UK property market a great deal to be pleased about
and the first quarter of 2021 has been extremely busy for all agents.
We analysed over 500,000 separate leads to compile this report. Our data is supported with actual
records of telephone calls made to each lead.
What we do not analyse
This report does not analyse inbound telephone leads, we focus purely on templated internet
leads. We estimate this accounts for at least 65% of all leads an agent will receive.
We have not analysed the lead from every agent or branch who use Callwell, our data extract is
taken from what we consider to be the branches and agents that are typical of the vast majority of
the UK property market.
What this report will tell you
This report provides all agents with a performance benchmark and we recommend all agents
should use the comparison table at the end of the report to compare performance.
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Highlights

Rightmove deliver 60% of all internet leads
Tuesday remains the busiest day for agents
Valuation enquiries increased by 34% in March 2021
Own website leads account for a maximum of 20% of all leads
Viewing requests increased by 26% in March 2021
Valuation conversion rate was 48%
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Portal Performance
Rightmove outperformed other lead
providers this quarter and accounted for
60% of overall leads generated.
Rightmove and Zoopla suffered a drop in
leads in February, compared to January.
January to February Drop
Rightmove dropped by 1.47%
Zoopla dropped by 5.87%
March Increase in Leads
Rightmove increased by 22.51%
Zoopla increased by 26.16%
The drop in performance recovered
significantly in March with increases in
leads from both portals when compared to
February.
The split of leads remained consistent for each month despite a significant change in lead volumes
in March.

Source
Other

January

February

March

2.64%

4.11%

5.00%

Rightmove

63.21%

63.17%

61.54%

Zoopla

34.16%

32.72%

33.45%

Our view

Both Rightmove and Zoopla performed inline with previous months and when
one increased so did the other (no surprise there!). Rightmove continues to
consistently outperform Zoopla but further analysis of actual outcomes from
each of portals will help to show the true value of each lead.
Tip 1
Ask your Callwell account manager about Leadcheck, a great tool to show
you exactly where every lead that you converted into money really came from.
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Own Website Leads
Despite a considerable increase in overall
Leads in March the number of leads
agents own website generated did not
increase in March and January was the
best performing month for agents.

Our view
We are surprised that agents own website leads did not increase at the same
rate as the portals in March. Lead quality of own website leads are generally
of a higher quality than portal leads.
Tip 2
Track the level of leads your site generates against any individual marketing
campaign, keep trying new marketing methods to increase your own website
traffic.
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Valuation enquiries
With March performing so well it was
probably not entirely surprising that there
was a significant increase in valuation
requests in February when compared to
January. We saw a valuation increase of
21.86%. This increased even further in
March with an increase of 15.83%
compared to February.
Conversion rates were also surprising with
48% of valuation enquiries converting to
an actual appointment.

Our view
This data shows the importance of handling the journey of each lead. All
leads are equal but some are more valuable than others!
Tip 3
Use Callwell call recording and listen back to those valuation enquiries that
don’t convert to an appointment, how can you improve ?
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Type of Leads
55% of the leads we analysed were
classed as Buyer, this means they were not
necessarily asking to view a property.
Only 37% of leads specifically requested a
viewing on the first enquiry.

Our view
This data is interesting as it demonstrates the importance of calling a
customer and engaging before arranging a viewing.
Tip 4
Consider using a Callwell Respond to provide more information on the
properties you have available by email or SMS.
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Busiest Time of Day
This year so far we’ve noticed a spike in leads being received from 5pm to 8pm. Last year leads
would be quite consistent between the hours of 11am and 9pm.
Tuesday remains the busiest day of the week and we noticed an excellent response rate for those
agents calling back leads up until 9pm each evening Monday to Thursday.
The 9am callbacks
Calling back leads remains an important aspect of every agents daily work. Agents who call back
overnight leads before 10am are far more likely to get through.
This Year - Leads by Hour

Last Year - Leads by Hour

Our view

Internet leads will generally come in between the hours of 10am and 9pm.
However, we noticed that many agents do not call leads after 6pm. There is
an opportunity to impress your clients by calling back leads up until 9:30pm
Monday to Thursday.
Tip 5
Track the TV Schedule, when England play football your leads will reduce!
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Length of call
Calls between 2 and 5 minutes have a
greater chance of arranging an
appointment.
22% of calls last less than 1 minute.
Agents had a 98% greater chance of having
a call of more than 1 minute if they
contacted the client within 5 minutes of
receiving the lead.

Our view
Call length is an important measurement of your teams performance. Calling
back leads immediately (or at the very least within 5minutes) will give a much
greater chance of a positive outcome.
Tip 6
Analyse your team using Callwell Performance to see who is engaging with
customers and what team members could do with some help.
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Lead Quali cation
Response rate to Callwell Qualification.
32% of Tenants completed a
Qualification questionnaire when sent by
SMS.
The processing time to handle the lead
was substantially increased where a
qualification was completed.

Your Agency Name >

Tenant Quali cation Example

Our view

Qualifying leads remains an important task for all agents and with a high level
of tenant leads being received we found agents using the Callwell
Qualification tool were easily able to prioritise those leads
Tip 7
Use Callwell Qualification to deal with peak times and in particularly out of
hours to enable your customers to provide you with information whilst they
wait for you to call back.
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Comparison - Benchmark Check
Use our benchmark table to check your results, how do you compare?
Source Benchmark
January

February

March

Other / Own Website

2.64%

4.11%

5.00%

Rightmove

63.21%

63.17%

61.54%

Zoopla

34.16%

32.72%

33.54%

January

February

March

Source Your results

Other / Own Website
Rightmove
Zoopla

Volume Benchmark
January
Lead Volume

February

March

-2.20% (against Jan’21)

+23.83% (against Feb’21)

February

March

Volume Your results
January
Lead Volume

Valuation Conversion to Appointment
Your result
Enquiries

Benchmark
48%

Notes
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What is Callwell ?
Callwell is a pioneering lead management solution which is guaranteed to ensure that you manage
your leads effectively.
All leads you receive by email from Rightmove, Zoopla, OnTheMarket, your own website and any
other sources can all be seen on one screen.
The system can be set to call you when a lead is received, press 1 on your telephone and you’ll be
speaking to your customer within seconds of when they clicked submit. We guarantee your
customers will be impressed.
Callwell also enables you to:
Automatically qualify leads via simple text message using Callwell Qualification
Automatically respond to leads by text in or out of hours using Callwell Respond
Alert managers if high value leads have not been called using Callwell Alert
Manage customer satisfaction with a simple review text using Callwell Feedback
Check on the performance of lead providers with Callwell Leadcheck.
Send email responses automatically using Callwell Respond
Track the performance of your team using Callwell Performance

Get in touch
sales@callwell.co.uk
07738 495438
www.callwell.co.uk
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